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Moderator Lesley B. Thomson: Good morning. I am Lesley Thomson, and the moderator for today’s session. I am a
member of the Board of Directors of the CIA and I am also on the Practice Standards Council (PSC). This is Panel
Discussion number 5, and it is one of a series of sessions that this meeting has on the Consolidated Standards of Practice
(CSOP). There has been a lot going on in order to get things discussed at this meeting. This particular session is on
the life insurance standards, which are actually part of the more General Practice-Specific Standards. This is not the Life
Standards of Practice (LSOP) that came out last year. This is actually the translation of that into the general document,
that we will be discussing.

Ken Clark did the initial draft of this document, and then Jacques, Ken, and I did a lot of work over the winter to get
it in shape. There was a lot of editing that went on after that. The discussion draft of the Insurer Practice-Specific
Standards is now out there for your review. We hope that we can get some of your feedback and comments.

We have three speakers today. Ken Clark is going to explain the structure and where we are. Jacques Tremblay, who
is the vice-chairperson of the Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting (CLIFR), is going to discuss some of
the subtle changes that occurred in moving from the LSOP to the CSOP version. Then, I have a couple of odds and
ends that I will discuss at the end. Jérôme Lamontagne has kindly agreed to be our recorder.

Mr. Kenneth T. Clark: Let us put the insurance standards in context. The CSOP consists of general standards and four
sets of practice-specific standards and drafts of all five. Some are exposure drafts, some are discussion drafts, and they
are before the membership for comment. There are six sessions at this meeting devoted to them. One is about the life
side of the insurer standards. There is another session, Panel Discussion 33, on the property and casualty insurance side.

To understand the CSOP, you have to understand the conventions that underlie the drafting. The standards consist of
recommendations, which are relatively brief, and other guidance, which is more lengthy. The recommendations are the
highest order of guidance. They are distinguished by being printed in italic font and they alone use the word “should”
in English – the actuary should do such and such thing – and “devrait” in French – l’actuaire devrait faire telle ou telle
chose. The word “must” in English and “doit” in French is never used. The other guidance consists of definitions,
examples, explanations, and use in practices. It is distinguished by being printed in Roman font and by the softer word
“would” in English – the actuary would do such and such thing, and the conditional in French – l’actuaire ferait telle
ou telle chose.

The standards note that their application requires the actuary’s continual judgment. But they note it once and only once.
That permits drafting such as, “The actuary should, if practical and useful, report the result of applying accepted actuarial
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practice.” We do not write, “If in the opinion of the actuary, it is practical and useful to report the result…” and so
on. Similarly, the standards deal with the issues of materiality and approximation once and only once. That permits
drafting such as, “The actuary should correct any data defect, which is subsequently revealed.” We do not write, “The
actuary should correct any material data defect, which is subsequently revealed.” So, the drafting is stark. It sets forth the
theoretical objective and leaves it to the actuary to find the practical means of getting close enough to the ideal –
concentrating on the important, setting aside the immaterial, and approximating as appropriate.

The drafting uses few adverbs because they tend to create distinctions whose validity depend on the circumstance of the
case, about which only the responsible actuary can make a judgment. You will never find, “It is essential that the actuary
do x” because, while x may make sense in the usual case, there will be circumstances where it does not matter whether
the actuary does x.

The CSOP makes a distinction between accepted actuarial standards and practice. The actuary should not deviate from
accepted actuarial practice except where it conflicts with the law or the terms of engagement. Those exceptions are
infrequent. On the other hand, permitted deviation from a particular recommendation or other guidance in the standard,
especially where their guidance is detailed, is fairly common. The wise actuary will give short shrift to the detailed
guidance on the valuation of accident, sickness, and policy law liabilities, which comprise 2% of the insurer’s total
liabilities.

The general standards apply to all practice areas. We have put as much guidance as possible into the general standards.
They define the profession in the sense that they define what you get when you ask an actuary to do a job, any job.
But you can’t value a pension plan’s liabilities for advance funding in the same way that you value an insurer’s liabilities
for it is financial statements. So, we need practice-specific standards. They do not conflict with the general standards;
what they do is narrow the range that would be acceptable under the general standards. And the narrowing only applies
to that practice area.

Consider the guidance for reporting assumptions and method. If you would pardon some pseudo-precision, I can say
that the general standards provide 75% of the needed guidance on reporting, 50% of the needed guidance on assump-
tions, and 25% of the needed guidance on method. So, the Insurer Practice-Specific Standards say little about reporting
but say a lot about method. To generalize the Canadian Asset/Liability method (CALM) for insurance in the entry-age
normal cost method for pensions was beyond our powers. Although, interestingly, if our pension colleagues can bring
themselves to adopt the forecast method, some generality will then be possible because both the forecast method and the
CALM rest on the same simple, yet powerful, concept. You mark some assets to support your liabilities and see if you
can discharge all your liabilities before the assets reduce to zero.

For mechanical conventions, we have tried to make use of hyperlinks; they really help. And we need standards that can
be read non-linearly, but we are still on the learning curve. Defined terms are dotted and underlined in the text. We
have made ample use of cross-references and examples, but we need to make them firmer and more comprehensive from
the latter, more vivid.

The Insurer Practice-Specific Standards apply to both life, and property and casualty (P&C). They consolidate the present
standards for the valuation of liabilities, the appointed actuary’s report and published financial statements, the role of the
appointed actuary, and Dynamic Capital Adequacy Testing (DCAT). We have brought life and P&C guidance together
as much as possible. And that turns out to be fully possible for everything but the valuation of liabilities. Valuation is
dealt with in three sections. The first applies to both life and P&C, the second to P&C only, and the third to life only.

A real possibility now is the adoption, in a few years, of the insurance accounting standards being developed by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). This is an exciting initiative, which I dare say many of you are
following – at least, casually. We in Canada are fortunate that our present practice is closer than any other to the emerging
IASB standards. We have being trying to keep those standards in mind when drafting the CSOP and the insurers’
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standards. I am grateful to Simon Curtis for his suggestion that we redraft the standards to isolate certain material, mainly
on historical cost accounting, which will become obsolete as we move to fair value accounting.

How do the CSOP insurer standards compare to the existing standards? They compare closely, both in form and
substance in the case of reporting, the role of the appointed actuary, and DCAT because those existing standards were
drafted to anticipate the CSOP. For the valuation of liabilities, there is a big change in form, but little change in substance.
The changes were vetted by the practice committee, and Jacques Tremblay will describe them.

Mr. Jacques Tremblay: Good morning, everyone. The purpose of my presentation today, as Ken just mentioned, is to
describe to you the major changes made from the December 2000 LSOP to this new practice-specific discussion draft.

The emphasis of our work has been on the consolidation of existing standards, not in changing standards. However,
following discussions within CLIFR, and sometimes based on comments made to CLIFR from the membership, from
Lesley, and from Ken, the opportunity has been taken to make some enhancements and clarifications.

One change being introduced is to embed stochastic techniques directly into CALM. Stochastic techniques were included
in the December 2000 LSOP as a “stop-gap” measure. There is no reference to these stochastic techniques in the general
description of the CALM. Section 6.4.7 of the LSOP introduced stochastic techniques as an alternative, but the wording
used supports their use only for product features where the deterministic CALM technique does not necessarily produce
a reasonable result, such as segregated fund investment guarantees. To paraphrase, stochastic techniques may be appro-
priate for product features where there is a high degree of skewness of the associated cost distribution compared to the
distribution of the underlying valuation assumption. There is no real guidance in section 6.4.7 on how to apply these
techniques.

The 2000 fall letter from CLIFR did introduce guidance on how to apply stochastic techniques. Of most relevance, it
referenced the report from the CIA Task Force on Segregated Fund Guarantees. This report suggested that for the
variable(s) being modelled stochastically, the valuation result be set so that the net liability covered a result of not less
than the fifty-fifth percentile Conditional Tail Expectation (CTE), and not more than the eightieth percentile CTE. A
fiftieth percentile CTE result is the mean result of the 50% highest cost scenarios. By way of comparison, CTE 0% is,
by definition, equal to the overall mean result, or – said differently – the best-estimate result.

For this draft, there are three key changes from the December 2000 LSOP that have been introduced to accommodate
the use of stochastic scenario techniques:

• First, stochastic scenario analysis is allowed as a valid alternative to deterministic scenario analysis for all scenario-tested
variables and for all products.

• The second change is that the prescription in the December 2000 LSOP that the seven prescribed deterministic interest
scenarios must always be tested has been removed. Instead, the text says that where the scenario-testing of interest rates is done
stochastically, a range of scenarios which comprehend each of the prescribed scenarios must be tested. CLIFR wanted to
maintain the spirit of covering the seven prescribed scenarios while making the valuation practically easier to manage if it
is done stochastically.

• The third change relates to how the Margin for Adverse Deviations (MfAD) is set for stochastically tested variables. The
December 2000 LSOP is silent on this issue.

In this new CSOP discussion draft, the text is consistent with the CIA task force recommendation and the 2000 fall letter.
It says, “If the selection of scenarios is stochastic, then the actuary would adopt a scenario whose policy liabilities are
within the range defined by the average of the policy liabilities which are above the sixtieth percentile of the range of
policy liabilities for the selected scenarios and the corresponding average for the eightieth percentile.”
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CTE sixtieth is used as a minimum rather than CTE fifty-fifth referenced in early CLIFR guidance since this is the
minimum level being recommended in a research paper by the task force. The task force is currently writing a paper
on practical implementation of stochastic valuation methods in a Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Practices
(GAAP) environment.

The CALM is naturally applied on an aggregate basis rather than on a seriatim basis. The December 2000 LSOP provides
no guidance to actuaries on how grouping or segmentation of the business should be done in order to apply CALM.
This has been the source of several questions to CLIFR. To address this issue, the CSOP discussion draft includes the
following text:

“The actuary would usually apply the Canadian asset/liability method to policies in groups which reflect the insurer’s
asset/liability management practice for allocation of assets to liabilities and investment strategy.

That application is a convenience, however, which would not militate against the calculation of policy liabilities, which,
in the aggregate, reflect the risks to which the insurer is exposed.”

While this is technically a change, CLIFR essentially considers this new wording as a clarification of a reasonable
methodology. Consider the example shown in the slide.

Grouping for application of Grouping for application of 
CALM methodCALM method

Best
Estimate

Base
Scenario

Scenario 1
(decreasing

interest rates)

Scenario 2
(increasing

interest rates)
Par –
Whole Life 15 M 16 M 17 M 15 M

Non – Par
Guaranteed 45 M 50 M 55 M 70 M

Non – Par
Annuities 35 M 36 M 38 M 30 M

Total 95 M 102 M 110 M 115 M
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For simplicity, Company ABC has only three lines of business: par whole life; non-par guaranteed; and non-par
annuities. The company’s CALM allocates assets to the three lines of business separately and each line of business has
its own investment strategy. In this case, the actuary would apply the CALM separately for the three lines of business.

In the example shown on my slide, Scenario 1 is a typical declining interest rate environment. The total policy liability
increases from $95 million to $110 million, and Scenario 1 shows a higher policy liability amount for each separate line
of business when compared to the best-estimate results.

Scenario 2 is a typical increasing interest rate environment. The total policy liability increases from $95 million to $115
million, an aggregate amount higher than Scenario 1. For simplicity, let us assume that Scenario 1 and Scenario 2
represent the extremes of the results of the seven prescribed scenarios. The actuary would report the $115 million, which,
in the aggregate, reflects the overall interest rate risk to which Company ABC is exposed. However, as you can see from
my example, we would not expect the company to report the separate line of business results from Scenario 2 since the
results are less than the best estimate for the non-par annuity line of business. This means that the amount of policy
liability reported should not be less than the best-estimate amounts. In this example, it is up to the judgment of the actuary
to allocate the total result in a reasonable fashion.

CLIFR felt that it needed to address the issue of non-debt assets with respect to the prescribed scenarios. The December
2000 LSOP text does not allow for situations where it would be reasonable to see the holding of non-debt instruments,
such as common stock, to increase over the projection period (i.e., have part of the positive net cash flow invested in
equities). This was seen by CLIFR as an unreasonable constraint in situations where the policyholder makes the
investment decision, or in situations where the projection indicates significant growth of policy assets after the valuation
date. This draft permits some future investment of positive cash flow in non-debt assets in these situations.

The seven prescribed scenarios apply to debt investments acquired after the valuation date. For a prescribed scenario,
if the net cash flow forecasted for a period is positive, then the actuary would assume its reinvestment in debt investments.
However, the actuary may assume reinvestment in non-debt investments as long as it does not exceed their proportion
of investments at the balance sheet date if the insurer controls investment decisions, and if such reinvestment is consistent
with its investment policy, or in the proportion expected to be selected by policyholders, if policyholders control
investment decisions (meaning a universal life contract). The restriction does not apply to normal trading within a non-
debt investment class.

Although the definition of “term of the liability” has not changed, the CSOP draft provides a much more detailed and
precise definition of the “term of the liability” compared to the LSOP. It is possible that some actuaries will interpret this
as changing the definition of “term” because the more explicit definition may differ from their interpretation of the intent
of the December 2000 LSOP.

The December 2000 LSOP defines the term of the liability broadly as “the term required to encompass all material policy-
related obligations arising from commitments made on, or before, the valuation date.” The new CSOP draft avoids use
of the word “material” and attempts to be more precise. The definition defines the term as ending when there is no
constraint on the insurer in exercising discretion in renewal or adjustment.

The term of the liabilities of a policy that has been cancelled by the insurer ends at the effective date of cancellation.
The term of the liabilities of an individual premium life policy ends at the last day to which the policyholder may prolong
its coverage without the consent of the insurer. If a group insurance policy is, in effect, a collection of individual policies
– like some creditor insurance contracts – then, the term of the liabilities with respect to each certificate holder should
be the same as if they were individual policyholders.

The term of the liability of any other policy ends at the earlier of the first renewal or adjustment at, or after, the balance
sheet date at which there is no constraint, and the renewal or adjustment after the balance sheet date, which maximizes
the policy liabilities.
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“Constraint” is defined to include contractual and legal constraints, as well as policyholder reasonable expectations.
However, “constraint” does not include expectation of price competitive pressures. If the term of the liabilities is not
evident, and the selection of a longer term would reduce policy liabilities, the actuary would be cautious in making such
a selection. On the other hand, if selection of a longer term would increase those liabilities, the actuary would usually
select the longer term.

The LSOP does not give guidance on how the cash flow at the deemed termination date is to be determined in situations
where the term of the liability is deemed to be less than the term of the contract. The new draft CSOP text makes it
clear that the cash flow at the termination date should include any amount that would be payable in the event of
termination at that date. However, that amount should be modified to reflect that the termination is deemed and not actual.
The intent is to ensure that the valuation does not capitalize revenue associated with the termination that would not be
earned should the contract not terminate. For example, for a very profitable segregated fund product, the deemed
termination is at issue. The term of the liability is zero. The policy liability is zero. It is not equal to the negative value
of the surrender charge.

Les normes actuelles interdisent la prise en compte d’une baisse continue des taux de mortalité dans l’hypothèse de
mortalité attendue pour les produits d’assurance et recommandent une marge pour écart défavorable (MÉD) à un niveau
normal. Les normes proposées permettraient que la baisse régulière de la mortalité observée soit réflétée dans l’hypothèse
attendue mais elle serait compensée par la prescription d’une MÉD plus importante. Les nouvelles normes ne devraient
donc pas affecter le résultat net de l’évaluation.

Plusieurs actuaires font l’hypothèse que la baisse historique des taux de mortalité se prolongera lorsqu’ils choisissent leur
hypothèse attendue de mortalité pour la tarification ou l’Examen Dynamique de Suffisance du Capital (EDSC). Ces
normes permettent donc à ceux-ci d’utiliser les mêmes hypothèses attendues pour l’évaluation et la tarification tout en
préservant le degré de prudence couramment pratiqué pour l’évaluation du passif.

Les normes de pratique consolidées pour l’assurance-vie n’émettaient pas d’avis suffisamment clair concernant le traitement
des changements potentiels dans les taux d’imposition. Cet élément a fait l’objet d’une directive dans la Lettre à l’Actuaire
Désigné cet automne dernier suggérant que les actuaires utilisent le critère « d’entrée pratiquement en vigueur » du
Manuel de l’ICCA pour déterminer les taux d’imposition futurs. Cette directive a été transposée dans la dernière version
des normes consolidées, sauf que le document de discussion utilise plutôt les termes « définitif and pratiquement
définitif », par souci de cohérence avec les normes générales.

Le nouvel exposé-sondage des normes consolidées pour l’assurance-vie est cohérent avec celui pour les normes générales
en ce qui concerne le rendement attendu des actions ordinaires et leur MÉD. Dans les deux documents, les rendements
attendus ne sont pas prescrits mais l’hypothèse de rendement attendue ne devrait pas dépasser la moyenne des rendements
observés sur le long terme sur un indice approprié pour la classe et les caractéristiques de l’actif. Le CRFCAV a indiqué
que les normes seraient réexaminées en cette matière et s’y est fermement engagé. Par contre, au moment de la révision
de ces normes, le CRFCAV n’était pas suffisamment préparé pour suggérer des changements. Ces hypothèses font
toujours l’objet de plusieurs débats dans la communauté actuarielle, principalement en ce qui concerne trois points-clés:

• une opinion très répandue veut que l’hypothèse attendue soit prescrite ou, au minimum, soit l’objet de plus de contraintes
dans sa sélection;

• une opinion tout aussi répandue croit que les MÉD sont trop rigides et trop fortes; et

• une autre opinion très répandue croit que l’hypothèse attendue autant que la MÉD devrait être fixées en tenant compte de
l’expérience récente, de manière à éliminer la volatilité des résultats « par exemple, des MÉD plus hautes ou des rendements
attendus à court et moyen terme plus bas pourraient suivre des périodes de rendement élevés et vice versa ».
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Moderator Thomson: I have a couple of clean-up items to report. The first is on taxes. Since early this year, I have been
on a subcommittee of CLIFR that is charged with writing an educational note on the treatment of taxes in the valuation.
The discussions have been very interesting. We found out quite quickly that there are very different interpretations of
the current guidance in the LSOP. Section 7.2.8 is the section on income taxes. Our group was able to reach consensus
and found there were some differences of interpretation that needed clarification. I will make a few specific points.

• First, clearly, everyone agreed that all policy-related tax items, and only policy-related tax items, should be included or
incorporated in the valuation. That seems rather obvious, but it is not always clear exactly what is policy-related and what
is not.

• The second point is that any accounting provisions on the balance sheet for those policy-related tax items should be backed
out of the valuation. So, if the accountant has set up a balance sheet amount in respect of one of the items already included
in the valuation cash flows, you have to back it out in order to avoid double-counting. Most people are familiar with this
situation with discounted and undiscounted deferred taxes.

• The third thing that we discussed quite a bit is future negative tax cash flows – sometimes called tax losses – in the projection
of the cash flows for the valuation. If, in the future, you are projecting a negative amount of taxable income, that might be
associated with a negative amount of tax. The question is, can you take account or credit for that negative tax in your valuation
in order to reduce the valuation of liabilities? We confirmed that the future negative tax cash flows can be taken into account
under certain conditions. First, they must be recoverable at the total company level. In other words, there must be a source
of income that would otherwise be taxable if not for the existence of this piece of negative taxable income. Secondly, you have
to make provision for adverse deviations to the extent that recoverability is uncertain. I should also note that a check for
recoverability is required whatever the source of the future negative tax cash flows might be. By that, I mean both permanent
differences and temporary differences. You need to make sure that you can recover the negative tax cash flows before you
can take advantage of them.

There are still going to be differing interpretations about the specific applications of these standards. In particular, there
are still unresolved issues as to what is policy-related and what is not, and also about the particular sources of
recoverability that may be allowed or not allowed. Everyone agrees that the release of provisions for adverse deviations
is not an allowable source of recoverability, but there are some other places where we haven’t come to agreement. The
CLIFR subcommittee hopes to be able to provide more definitive guidance to narrow the range of practice through an
educational note later this year.

There is one last thing that I want to mention. I am going to change gears completely. This has nothing to do with
the CSOP; this has to do with the existing life standards of practice, the December 2000 LSOP document. I want to tell
you about a small change that has to be made to the LSOP. It, unfortunately, cannot wait for the CSOP – it is something
that is needed in time for this year-end. Section 4.9 of the LSOP is the one that deals with the deferred acquisition costs.
Section 4.9 states, as if it is a fact, that any unamortized deferred acquisition cost (DAC) balance would be presented in
an asset account. However, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) Accounting Guideline 9 has been
interpreted by some as prohibiting an asset-side DAC presentation. So, if we do not change the LSOP, it will put some
actuaries in an untenable position for this year-end in applying the new LSOP. The CICA is in the process of reviewing
Accounting Guideline 9 in order to clarify the DAC guidance, but they are not going to be able to make the necessary
changes in time for this year-end, and so we have to do something.

The planned revision to Section 4.9 is quite small. It has been drafted, but is still awaiting technical approval by the
Practice Standards Council, and so I can’t share it with you right now. It will allow the actuary to put the DAC on the
liability side of the balance sheet if that is consistent with the accounting presentation in their company. If the accounting
presentation has a DAC on the asset side, there is no problem; there is no change; and this change to the LSOP will
not affect you. But if you are in one of those companies where Accounting Guideline 9 has been interpreted to prohibit
an asset-side DAC, you will be able to put that DAC on the liability side of the balance sheet for this year-end.
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Mr. Shriram P. Mulgund: My question relates to the term of liability. There were a lot of discussions that took place
with respect to the previous standards of practice for segregated funds. They had a big battle saying that the term of
liability should be zero, unless, by increasing the term, the liability will increase. So, do I understand that under the
new CSOP, the term of the liability will not be confined to zero?

I think that Jacques made a comment that if by increasing the term of the liability the reserve is to go down, then the
term should not be increased. I think that the current thrust for the valuation is to make sure that the reserves are
appropriate, not adequate. So, if by increasing the term, the reserves go down, that shall be it. I think one other traditional
objection to not using the reserves is, why should the reserves be left at zero? Use of policy premium method (PPM)
reserves came into effect because it was appropriate. So, if we apply the same logic, then if by increasing the term by
20 years for segregated funds means the reserve is lower than what it would be if it were zero, why shouldn’t we?

In the December 2000 draft, on the second topic on taxation, there was a reference that capital taxes would also be
included. I think Lesley said that it would be only policy-related taxes. Does that mean capital taxes will not be included?

Mr. Tremblay: A term equal to zero for segregated funds has been discussed. The new CSOP does not change what
was done for the LSOP.

Moderator Thomson: In the December 2000 LSOP, not all capital taxes have been included. Policy-related items and
only policy-related items should be included in the valuation of liabilities. Most capital taxes are not policy-related,
although a few are. For example, there is a capital tax on real estate assets, and so if there are real estate assets backing
policy liabilities, the capital tax associated with that would be considered policy-related. There is another small bit that
has to do with the difference between the statutory reserves and the tax reserves. But, generally, I think it is clear that
you don’t have to include all capital taxes in the valuation; it is only policy-related capital taxes.

There is another point that I would like to mention. I would like to put in a plug for Ram’s paper on Valuation
Technique Paper (VTP) 9 cash flow testing. It deals with a possible way of allocating the mismatch provision amongst
various lines of business when you have a situation such as the one Jacques gave in the example where applying a
scenario increases liabilities in one line of business while simultaneously decreasing them in others. There has been a
very good paper written on that subject.

Mr. Daniel G. Doyle: This question is about future taxes. In the case where you do have future negative tax cash flows
that are recoverable, are you required to put them into your current liabilities? Or is it appropriate to ignore them?

Moderator Thomson: The guidance right now is not particularly clear, and interpretations vary. So, one of the goals of
the group is to try to narrow the range of practice. Generally speaking, in trying to define guidance, CLIFR would not
make something like that permissive – that you can decide to take something into account if you want to, but you don’t
have to if you don’t want to. CLIFR would rather define when you should take something into account and when you
shouldn’t. That would be the type of guidance the educational note would be providing. The goal is to have something
drafted by the end of this year. The subcommittee is headed by Jason Wiebe, who is a member of CLIFR.

Mr. Tremblay: Is it probably fair to say that the issue of recoverability is the one where there is the most discussion within
the task force?

Moderator Thomson: It has probably been the one area that has taken the most time, but we are very close to coming
to a consensus on that. There are a couple of more contentious issues where we really have come up against a wall. But
we did find that there were some actuaries who were ignoring future tax cash flows no matter what, and there was one
member of the subcommittee who had been doing that, and we managed to get consensus within the subcommittee that
it isn’t appropriate.

Mr. Allan Brender: If I could make a non-regulatory statement, I am very pleased to see on page 39 that the committee
has resorted to dictionary definitions. I assume Mr. Clark’s influence is present in the footnote because now we talk about
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what “plausible” does and doesn’t mean. “Plausible” is defined, as quoted in the Oxford English Dictionary, as “having a show
of truth, reasonableness or probable, apparently acceptable fair-seeming.”

Immediately above that footnote, it talks about what plausible change in interest rates are – 1% in a quarter, 2% in a
year, 4% in five years. The trouble is that I remember in the last eight years living through a period of at least one quarter
where interest rates changed by more than 3% in the quarter, and by considerably more than that in a year. If the
Government of Canada doesn’t do it, Mr. Greenspan can certainly do things to us, which I think, go beyond these limits.
And I suggest that we have since 1995.

We seem to think that we are living in the 1940s and 1950s again, and that interest rates and volatility don’t appear
in the same sentence. I suggest that our history is different from that and we are forgetting an awful lot. Some of our
past experience in the last 10 years should make us rethink what “plausible” is and to be consistent with the definitions
that have been quoted.

Moderator Thomson: I would like to make a comment, and I am sure Jacques will have some comments. It is a difficult
balance between how much risk the liabilities should cover (that is the piece that goes through income) and how much
risk should be covered by another layer such as required capital or free capital. It is difficult to come up with the correct
dividing line, but you can’t ask the liabilities to cover every possibility. This is one area where stochastic testing will give
a better understanding of just how much should be in liabilities and how much should be in capital.

I will mention one other thing, and this is the one area where the Canadian valuation method differs the most drastically
from fair value as defined in the draft international accounting standards. In that definition, there is no provision for
interest rate risk in the liability. There is no C-3 provision in the valuation of a liability. The argument is that it is an
exposure rather than a current risk and you can eliminate it immediately. It has to do with the fact that the fair value
method requires the value of liabilities to be independent of the value of assets backing them. The requirement to cover
C-3 was to move from the liability side to the solvency/capital side. It will be interesting to follow the issue.

Mr. Brender: We are talking about the term of the product. Can you have a different term for the same contract in
different context? Of course, the obvious example is segregated funds. On one hand, people say their term is zero; on
the other hand, the contract has a guarantee. We are valuing the guarantee and putting the value on the guarantee. We
make assumptions about lapse rates or continuation rates, and we know those guarantees are long-term and definitely
have an effect on how people move, or don’t move, their money around. So, at one and the same time, we are effectively
making two different assumptions about the term of the same contract. Either there are lapse rates to take into consid-
eration and the term goes up to the period of the guarantee, or it has a term of zero, and then, what are we doing?

Moderator Thomson: I think the answer is clear that, yes, the term of the liability can change given a change in
circumstances, and the example you gave of segregated fund guarantees was a good one. In a situation where the
guarantees are far out-of-the-money, it is more likely the term of your liability will be zero than the same situation where
the guarantees are far in-the-money. If you do find that extending the term of the liabilities is something that needs to
be done to take into account the risk because it would increase the liability, then you take into account everything that
goes on when that term extends, such as lapses, surrenders, and deaths.

Another situation where the term of a liability can change is if minimum interest rate guarantees are provided on regular
Single Premium Deferred Annuity (SPDA) contracts. In some interest rate environments, those may not be meaningful
or not valuable, while, in other cases, they would be valuable. This is another area where the international accounting
standards have had a lot of discussion, and there has been a lot of grappling with how you decide what to include,
or how far to go, and how prospectively we should look.

The latest work that I have seen hinges on whether a valuable option has been granted to a policyholder. If the insurer
has granted an option to the policyholder that would be potentially valuable by continuing to pay premiums, then you
are supposed to extend the term. It is interesting, but it does not apply to segregated funds and annuities. There is a
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whole other piece of work that is going on with financial instruments which is more in sync with what is going on in
the banking industry. SPDAs are going to be linked-in with bank deposits and segregated funds are going to be linked-
in with mutual funds.

Mr. Tremblay: Looking at page 34 of the discussion draft standard, and looking at note 24 of page 34, it gives a couple
of examples. It talks about the one on the guaranteed credit interest rate to which Lesley referred. There is also one on
universal life where it can be the reverse when there is a guarantee on the cost of insurance that is in-the-money, and
so you needed to reserve for it, and now, because of mortality improvement, you don’t anymore.

Mr. Michael Kavanagh: I thought is was interesting that you finally did extend the standards of practice to the policy
itself so that where P&C companies have a significant accident and sickness (A&S) business, the actuary also has to follow
these standards and not use a different methodology.

Moderator Thomson: That was actually a movement going from the current standards to the consolidated standards. I
think, a few years ago, the decision was made to go with the type of contract as being the definition to which standards
apply (depends on the definition of the contract, rather than the definition of the entity which is writing the contract).
So, you don’t have different standards for life insurance companies, or life insurers and property and casualty insurers.
You have standards specific for life insurance, and accident and sickness insurance contracts or products, and for property
and casualty, or general insurance contracts.

Mr. Clark: It seems to me that the concept you are suggesting makes a great deal of sense, and, indeed, that is the way
the IASB standards are moving – that you focus on the contract not on the corporation where it resides. It would be
awkward right now for us to make that move. We are organized along insurer lines rather than product lines. We have
a Committee on Life Insurance Financial Reporting, which is a misnomer because its terms and its responsibilities are
for the valuation of the life insurers not of life insurance. It is similar on the P&C side. The closest we felt we could
come, and we did, was to say that life insurers sometimes underwrite things that look more like P&C than life, and
the other way around, and the techniques were for one type of insurer and they may be often applicable to the other.
Time is on your side, however, and we will get to where you suggested in the end.

Mr. Mulgund: In the new standards and also in the old ones, I find a couple of discrepancies in the definition of the
liability for segregated funds. On one hand, we are saying that the CIA liability approach is totally prospective, as shown
by the CALM. If this is consistent, there is a conflict with DAC, which is a retrospective approach. I find that the
prospective approach and the retrospective approach are totally inconsistent.

And the second inconsistency that I find is for certain segregated funds contracts, where there are no material guarantees.
We say that the term of liability is zero and we will create a DAC asset and that DAC asset will be amortized to a reasonable
term of the contract. If the term of the contract is zero, how can the amortization appear after five or ten years, or whatever
it may be? I find these are two major inconsistencies with the standards of practice.

Moderator Thomson: I understand what you are getting at, Ram, and there are a number of actuaries who would agree
with you. I think in terms of the idea of “prospective,” we still see the valuation as being prospective. It is just a matter
of how far into the future you look. The answer is that you only look as far as you need to look. I think, with the new
drafting, it is a little bit clearer that, if you have a situation where you really have no risk because you have full control
over repricing or setting the terms of the contract in the future, then you should not go beyond that period in valuing
today’s liability. We are talking about what your current liabilities are.

For example, in group life and health, it is pretty well accepted that, if you have complete freedom to reprice at the end
of the current term, you should not incorporate the renewal in today’s valuation. That is a risk that you measure – the
liability of when you actually undertake to reprice the contract. SPDAs are similar. You have guaranteed an interest rate
for a certain period of time. If you have freedom of repricing, you don’t look beyond that. The idea is that you don’t
want to capitalize profit or loss beyond that period if you have the freedom to decide then. If you have actually made
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a promise at this point as to what premium you will renew at or what interest rate you will credit, then you do have
to take that into account. That is more or less clear.

So, the issue on segregated funds is difficult because it crosses the line. On the one hand, you want to be consistent with
what you are doing for annuities and with what the mutual funds industry does in recognizing the fact that you really
don’t have any risk of repricing. Your liability to pay the amount of the benefit to the person completely fluctuates with
the market value of the asset supporting it. So, you don’t have any risk, and there is no need to look prospectively.

The issue of the DAC is the difficult one. This is because companies do pay significant up-front expenses, and expect
to earn the premium or the revenue to recover those expenses beyond the term of the liability, or beyond how
prospectively you are supposed to look in the valuation.

You mentioned something that I just wanted to clarify as well. The term of the liability is definitely not necessarily the
same as the term of the contract. So, to say that a DAC has to be amortized over the term of the contract is not inconsistent
with the term of liability being zero on a segregated fund. The term of the contract is, obviously, longer than the term
of the liability in that case.

Mr. Gordon B. Challes: I think I mentioned this comment by e-mail in my committee work, but I want to reiterate it.
With respect to the valuation of par insurance, the LSOP has specific provisions in it that mention the implicit method,
and those clauses are omitted in the CSOP. I would just like to note that some mention of that should be included in
the CSOP so that it is at least a little clearer that the implicit method is an accepted methodology for par valuation in
certain circumstances.

Moderator Thomson: The decision was made not to mention it explicitly because it was felt that it was not needed. The
method that you are talking about is very appropriate in certain circumstances and does comply fully with the CALM
as it is written. It doesn’t apply to all situations. It only applies in certain circumstances and the actuary is the best one
to judge what actual, practical calculation method to apply in order to achieve the appropriate result. The CSOP avoids
that kind of characterization or identification of special circumstances as much as possible, and tries to leave it up to the
judgment of the actuary. Participating insurance is probably one of the simpler ones; a real nightmare would be universal
life.

Mr. Challes: It could be that an educational note, or something like that, might be an appropriate place for it. If you
say it is allowed within the new CSOP, the actuary really has to dig into it and really understand it to realize that. It
should be somewhere so that it is identified as being accepted so that someone won’t come along and not realize that
this methodology is accepted within the framework of the CSOP.

Mr. Tremblay: We have a task force within CLIFR to review what, in essence, has been lost out of this standard and
the valuation technique papers, and so forth. I made a note about this particular method so that we can take a look at
it. Someone mentioned the same thing about CALM, and the steps (1, 2, 3, 4) that we have in the December 2000
standard. But, to restate what Lesley said, you are not going to find too many references to PPM in here either. CLIFR
wants the document to be general and stand the test of time.

Moderator Thomson: Universal life is another situation where it might be appropriate to bring in some of the guidance
in VTP 11 as a supplemental educational draft because it really gives useful examples of when practical calculation
simplifications were appropriate and in compliance with CALM.

Mr. Claude Théberge: In your example, Jacques, to reapply the CALM at the line of business level, I presume that was
done because you have three different investment strategies. If the company only has one investment strategy that is
applied to the three lines of business, do you apply CALM at the aggregate level, at the total company level?

Mr. Tremblay: Yes, you would. That is not different from the December 2000 draft, which allows you to do that. There
is no doubt that the interest rate risk or the C-3 provision has to be calculated at the company level if that is how your
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company manages things. It gets dicey when you look at par and non-par business. You will have to be careful with
investment income and policyholder reasonable expectations, but there is no doubt that the standards allow you to do
that.

Mr. Théberge: I have a second comment. If the portion of non-debt assets at the valuation date should be preserved in
the future for valuation, but the current proportion of the balance sheet date is less than the allowable non-debt proportion
in the investment policy, then, presumably, going forward, you could assume that proportion grows to the allowable
portion?

Mr. Tremblay: CLIFR does not want a free-rein on equity. We just wanted to enhance the wording that was in the
CLIFR fall letter. We wanted to allow what was reasonable. If your company allows you to have 10% of your assets in
equities, then that is fine. If you are only at 5% right now, you can grow up to 10% and then reflect it in the valuation.
It has to be consistent with your investment policy.

Moderator Thomson: I think the important thing here is the main reason for making that change was the inadvertent
prohibition against investing in equities when the liability is actually linked to equity returns. So, for universal life, if
the policyholder has put his or her money into an equity fund, it doesn’t make sense for you to not be able to assume
that you can invest in equities to back that liability.

Mr. Brender: Jacques, I am just curious. When you are talking about the level at which CALM would be applied, does
this mean that you are expecting that if I operate only two lines, par and non-par, that I am only going to come up
with a valuation number – one big number – for all my non-par business? I am not going to spread it out, so much
for whole life, so much for this term product, and so on?

Mr. Tremblay: Yes, if your investment policy allows you to do that. If you are a small company and you have two
buckets, par and non-par, and you generally only have one investment policy and it is to buy a 10-year bond, I expect
that is how you would do CALM at year-end. You would come up with one number, which represents your company’s
exposure to the interest rate risk. Now, how you allocate that amongst different lines of business is up to you.

Moderator Thomson: The standards for valuation of liabilities still apply in aggregate to the company. We are not trying
to tell a company how to manage or how to segment their business at all. That is not the intention. The intention is
to make sure you get the right answer in total, no matter how you segment and no matter how you manage your business.
And the point being made is that, if you do manage your business in different buckets, you probably have different
investments or reinvestment strategies in those buckets. So, it probably makes sense to look at interest rate risks separately
in those buckets, but your overall goal is to get the correct answer in aggregate.

Mr. Brender: I am concerned because you reach a point where there are lines on our statements and they might require
you to make some allocations because you might value on a higher level than some of the splits that we actually asked
for. I am just wondering whether the Institute has something to say about that.

Ms. Thomson: I think, generally, we have taken the position that, no, we don’t have anything to say about that. The
allocation by line does not have standards of practice. Similarly, there are no standards that tell you how to calculate
a policy-by-policy reserve for any purpose – even when you need it. Sometimes we need things that we don’t have
standards to provide for and we don’t plan on providing standards for them.

Thank you, everyone. This session is adjourned.


